Are you an engineer with entrepreneurial flair?

Our Industrial Design Studentships provide graduates in engineering and science with funding to study for a master’s in Industrial Design with the objective of stimulating industrial design capability amongst the country’s most able science and engineering graduates.

“Thanks @royalcom1851 @born2engineer for all the support and enabling so many people to do brilliant things!”

Adrian Westaway

“One of the things I really like about engineering is that it can have a very big impact on the world — it’s great to have that as a driver and a motivator. You spend the majority of your time at work so you might as well do something that you’re passionate about and that you love.”

Yusuf Muhammad

“Receiving support from 1851 was an incredible privilege, allowing me to pursue my education and be a part of an invaluable network of highly inspirational people.”

Nell Bennett

For information on how to apply visit www.royalcommission1851.org/awards/?award=industrialdesign

Learn more about the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851 at @RoyalCom1851 | royalcommission1851.org